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Citizens of Europe, 

 

An insider reveals the mechanisms of these criminal rope 

parties in the aristocratic canton of Berne. Read the 

interview of March 24, 2020 with Bernese lawyer Oliver 

LÜCKE by Ardašir PȂRSE: 

 

Mobbing against nasty lawyers in Switzerland: the case of Mr. Oliver LÜCKE 
https://parseundparse.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/englische-version.pdf  

 

Currently, 784 lawyers from different countries are on file in my database. I only 

know of four of them who have integrity. LÜCKE is one of them. 

 

It demonstrates the existence of these Bernese rope paties, interconnected by 

networks with their buddies at the Swiss Federal Court and the European Court 

of Human Rights. 

A few pearls extracted: 

« ...charges very quickly forged from scratch » 

« ...justification in part really absurd and stupid. » 

« ...opposition is unwanted and is immediately suppressed. » 

« ...the courts lie to themselves about what are supposedly politically desired 

      reasons » 

« ...all of these judicial personnel ... are totally unfit for their duty. » 

« ...the worst traitors to the principles of the legal profession. » 

« ...corruption in Strasbourg is known and demonstrable » 

« ...The numerous incidents ... also show very clearly that it seems to be a whole 

      network. » 

And here's to top:  

« Lawyers are only extras and their sole purpose is to create the illusion of a 

trial under the rule of law.» 

Mr. LÜCKE has the merit of opening our eyes, with supporting evidence. He is 

bravely paying the price: parts of the judicial system are using repugnant, 

cowardly and execrable intimidation at his expense. 

 

Let us hope that it sets an example for lawyers with a remnant of scruples to admit 

that the current judicial system is irredeemably degenerated, and is to be replaced 

by juries of citizens, organised as a civil service.  

https://parseundparse.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/englische-version.pdf


Sincereyl sour Swiss Dissident 

Gerhard ULRICH 


